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THE MIRAGE OF DECREASING AUTO 
INSURANCE PREMIUMS IN MICHIGAN 

Auto insurance reform has been an unmitigated disaster—stripping benefits for survivors of catastrophic  
accidents, putting health care providers out of business, and allowing for continued redlining and other  
discriminatory practices while insurance companies rake in record profits. 

The auto insurance lobby claims drivers have saved money—but new research shows that on average, customers 
of Citizens Insurance are paying the company more for their coverage now than they did before reform.

Citizens Insurance: A Case Study In Failure

Premiums Have Increased, Not Decreased

On average, Citizens customers are paying the company $90 more for their  
combined auto insurance coverages now than before reform was passed. The 
cost of PIP benefits has barely decreased—but bodily injury, uninsured motorist,  
collision, and comprehensive coverage have all increased significantly.

Insurance Company Greed: 24% Increase In Profits

Citizens Insurance saw a 24% increase in annual operating profit in 2020-2021 
compared to 2017-2019, due in part to the 45% cut in care passed as part of auto 
insurance reform, as well as fewer claims during the pandemic. These profits 
should have been returned to policyholders, not shareholders.

More Increases Coming

Citizens raised rates on January 1, 2022 rather than lowering 
them after huge profits and the persistent impact of pandemic.

Redlining: Paying $1,564 More For Fewer Benefits

The rate charged to a Citizens customer of the 48215 ZIP code in Detroit purchasing 
only $50,000 in Personal Injury Protection benefits is $1,564 more than the rate 
charged to a resident of the 48085 ZIP code in Troy buying unlimited/lifetime PIP.

(This is for PIP only; it does not include liability, umbrella policy, comprehensive, collision, etc.) 

Don’t fall for the spin—the only winners from Michigan’s 
auto insurance reform are insurance companies! 
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